Reception Curriculum Carpet Summer (1) 2015

Role Play Area
Communication &
Language/Literacy

Phonics

Maths

Understanding the
World

Physical
Development

Personal, Social &
Emotional
Development

Expressive Arts &
Design

Summer 1
Outside: Going on holiday/camping
Inside: Tourist Information Office
- Talking about own Easter diaries and listening to others
- Children develop their responses to ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions
-Accurately anticipating key events in a story
-Looking at verbs in different tenses – past, present and future
-Reading keywords from memory
-Creating sentences by applying phonic knowledge
-Handwriting
Books: A selection of fiction literature/A selection of books by Julia
Donaldson
Phase 4
-Continue to work on and apply phase 3 sounds & tricky words in their
reading & writing
-Learn to read and spell words containing adjacent consonants
-Learn to segment and blend adjacent consonants in words
-Reinforce keywords
-Learning the alphabet
-Learning to write capital letters
-Identifying mathematical symbols
-Writing numbers 1-20
-Writing addition and subtraction number sentences
-Counting to 75
-Finding numbers on a blank 100 square up to 20
-Doubling & Halving
-Creating and describing patterns
- Months & Seasons
- Growing and caring for plants
- Exploring healthy eating
- Exploring the life cycle of a frog
- Exploring materials
- Exploring St George’s Day
- Exploring transport and flight
- Identifying technology used in homes & schools
- Participating in team games
-Learning athletic skills in preparation for sports day – running, balancing
the egg and spoon whilst on the move, picking up objects whilst on the
move, throwing objects at distance, using a unihoc stick to dribble a ball
-Know the importance of a good healthy diet
-Being a good learner
-Identifying skills to be a good learner
-Setting goals
-Exploring how to achieve goals
-Taking pride in own achievements
-Making salad
-Cooking pizza
-Making fruit salad
-Exploring Pulse and Rhythm

-Exploring patterns in nature

